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Extended Abstract 
Bubbles and bubble plumes generated by wind-induced breaking waves significantly enhance the gas 

exchange across the interface between the ocean and atmosphere under high-wind conditions. Whitecaps, or active 

spilling wave crests, are the sea-surbce &&tation of the bubbles and bubble plumes in the sub- mixed 
layer, and the fk t ional  area of the sea surfiice mered by whitecaps has been proposed to correlate linearly with 

the air-sea gas transfer veiocity (Momkin and SpilIane, 1984). The presence ofwhitecaps &stamaU - yincteases 
the microwave brightness temperature of the sea surface (Dmppleman, 1970). It could be possile to estimate the 

whitecap coverage fiom the sea-surbx microwave brightness temperature measured f h m  sateUite-bome sensors if 
their re1ationship is known. A better undemanding of the correlation bemeen whitecap ccrverage and mimwave 
brightness temperae would also be very helpful in developing a mote-sensing model for predicting air-sea gas 
txansferve loc i t ies~mmi~ebrightnesstempera~ 

As a part of an air-water gas exchange experherit conducted in aa outdoor surf p l ,  measumxents  we^ 

made that we= designed to investigate the correlation between whitecap merage and microwave brightness 
tempexahxe -le, et al, 1994). The pool was filled with fksh water with an average depth of 1.85 m. A 
mechanical wave maker was Iocated at the deep end of the pool, and the generated waves propagate and break 
towards the shallow end of the pool. Two wave pauems c- ' 'c of plunging and spilling breaking waves 
(Roller and Diamond, reqxdvely) at four wave heights from 0.3 m to 1.2 m were produced. 

For the purposes of whitecap coverage and microwave brightness temperature analyses, the pool surfixe 

was divided into a deep-water zone and a shallow-water zone. Whitecap merage in the shallow-water zone was 
recorded by a video camem at the elevation of 6.71 m while whitecap merage in the deep.water zone was 

recorded by a camera at the elevation of 10.67 m. A 19- dual-polaIization radiometer mounded at an elevation 
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of 18 m and at an incidence angle of0.925 rad was used to measure the microwave brightness temperature of water 
swhce while the whitecap video cameras were operating. In addition to these measurements, &-sea fluxes of 
gases (02, 02, N20, He, SFd, bubble size distriiutions, and other environmental parameters were 
simultaneously measured (Karle, et 41994). 

The whitecap analysis showed that the average whitecap coverage increased with wave height for a given 

wave pattern Comparedbetweenpttems, the whitecap coverage for the roller was significantly greater tban that 
for the diamond. The whitecap coverage in shallow-- zone was nearly oonstant as wave height i n d  from 
0.6 m to 1.2 m for Roller waves and wave height increased from 0.9 m to 1.2 m for Diamond waves. This suggests 

that wave breaking was saturated in the shallow-water zone at those wave conditions However, the whitecap 
awerage i n d  with wave height in deep-water zone. The microwave brightness temperatwe measurements at 
19 GHz were averaged over several sites in the deep-water and shallow-water zones. The brightness bqxzatm 
ranged from 155 OK to 210 OK for vertical polarization (V-pol) and 100 OK to 160 OK for horizontal polarization 

@-pol) with the microwave brightness temperature increasing with wave height. 
From the data, it was found that whitecap caverage was linearly conrelated with microwave brightness 

temperature and the linear-regression cuve-fitting method was used to investigate this correlation The linear 
regression yields the following relationship between microwave brightness temperature a and whitecap coverage 

w, (=Figure 11, 

Q = 420.28 W, + 114.13 (K) , 
Q = 317.26 W, + 168.74 (K) , 

for H - pol 
for V - pol 

The regression analysis showed that a! each &arkation line relating microwave brightness temperatwe to 
whitecap coverage is the same for Roller waves as for Diamond waves. This suggests that the correlation between 
whitecap coverage and brightness temperature does not depend upon the surface wave pattern The regression 
results also showed that the slope for H-pol is larger than that for V--mI. This shows microwe brightness 
temperature is more sensitive to changes in whitecap coverage at H-pol than at V-pol. Thedore, H-pol could be 
the preferred radiometer polarization for remote sensing of whitecap caverage. These results are consistent with the 
aircraft measurements (Webster and Wilheit, 1976), in which an aircraft-mounted microwave radiometer was used 
to measure the sea-surface brightness temperature under various wind conditions. They reported that the V-pol 
brightness temperalm of sea surface is substantially greater than that of the H-pol for same wind conditions, and 
that the H-pol brightness temperature has higher sensitivity to changes in s e a - d m  wind speed for microwave 
frequencies from 2 GHz to 38 GHz 
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The same linear regression analysis was used to investigate the correlation of microwave brightness 
temperature with gas transfer velocity simultaneously measured in the experiment It is found that there exists a 
linear wrrelation between gas transfer velocity and microwave brightness Wqentm. 
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